the complete reader portfolio for livestock EID

Interfaces with many of the leading livestock management software
(contact your distributor for details)
HANDHELD READER FAMILY

BioControl has decades of experience in applications of livestock EID, which results in a complete range of reliable, robust EID readers for the professional livestock entrepreneur. BioControl’s portfolio reads both FDX-B and HDX transponders according to ISO 11784 and ISO 11785

- Hi-spec Windows CE PDA
- Exchangeable readers, excellent reading range
- IP 67 Hi-spec casing
- Touch screen, many options and features
- Optional handgrip and extensions for more reach
- Approvals and certificates in process

**HHR 3000 Pro (Professional)**
- Range of exchangeable antenna’s
- With air coil antenna: superior reading range
- Antenna extension for extra reach
- Ferrite antenna for compact housing
- Optional panel antenna for weighing crate
- Excellent ergonomics (good ‘feel’)
- Rugged design, IP65
- RS232 and Bluetooth interface to printer and leading weighers (TruTest, Gallagher, Iconix)
- Approvals and certificates: JRC, CCIA, ICAR, FCC

**HHR 3000 LT (Light)**
Trimmed-down version of HHR Pro:
- Internal ferrite antenna, different reading orientation
- Antenna not exchangeable
- Only RS232 interface to printer and weighers
- Half memory, no indicator lights
- No carrying bag

**HHR 2” Printer**
- For easy recording of holding register and movement documents
- Prints transponder number in barcode
- Prints transponder number on self adhesive paper for animal passport
- Supplied with belt clip. Optional car charger
- Optional robust transport case

Your distributor:

www.biocontrol.no

HHR 2” Printer optionally supplied in robust transport case